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We consider necessary and sufficient conditions for photons emitted from the vicinity of a Kerr
black hole horizon to escape to infinity. The radial equation of motion determines necessary con-
ditions for photons to reach infinity, and the polar angle equation of motion further restricts the
allowed region of photon motion. Unlike emission from the equatorial plane, the latter restrictions
are crucial for photon escape when the initial polar angle of the emission point is arbitrary. We
provide a visualization tool to analyze these two conditions and demonstrate a procedure for reveal-
ing photon escape. Finally, we completely identify the two-dimensional impact parameter space in
which photons can escape.
I. INTRODUCTION
The observations of the M87 galactic center have re-
vealed a bright ring structure and associated shadow,
which were formed by the central supermassive object
and surrounding light sources [1]. This result strongly
suggests that the central object is a black hole, but the
possibility of an alternative to a black hole has not been
dismissed [2]. In general, the difference between a black
hole and other objects is more pronounced in phenomena
around the equivalent radius of the horizon. Therefore, it
is very important to detect signals coming from as close
as the horizon radius of a central object to uniquely iden-
tify it. For detections in electromagnetic wave observa-
tions, photons must be able to escape from the vicinity
of the center to an observation point and must be able
to climb the gravitational potential within the observable
frequency range. The critical indicators for the observ-
ability of such near-horizon phenomena are the photon
escape probability and the redshift factor.
The escape of photons from the vicinity of a black
hole was first revealed by the pioneering work of Synge,
who evaluated photon escape cones in the Schwarzschild
spacetime [3]. He showed that 50% of photons emitted
from the photon sphere escape to infinity, while the re-
maining 50% are captured by the black hole. Further-
more, in the limit where the emission point approaches
the horizon, the opening angle of a photon escape cone is
arbitrarily close to zero. In other words, the escape cone
rapidly disappears as the emission point inside the pho-
ton sphere approaches the horizon, which implies that the
observability of the vicinity of the horizon is extremely
low. This fact would be expected quite naturally given
the nature of a black hole, form which nothing can es-
cape.
Is this inconvenient truth for observational verification
universal, even if a black hole is spinning? The answer
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is no. It has recently been reported that the escape of
photons from the vicinity of a fast-spinning black hole
horizon can have a large escape probability, contrary to
a naive expectation from the Schwarzschild case.1 This
series of reports originate from the result [6, 7] that a
uniform emitter at rest in a locally nonrotating frame ar-
bitrarily approaches the extremal Kerr horizon and still
allows about 29.16% of photons to escape to infinity.
For an emitter in a circular orbit of an extremal Kerr
black hole, it was found that about 54.64% of photons
escape to infinity in the limit where the orbital radius
arbitrarily approaches the innermost stable circular or-
bit radius [8], which coincides with the horizon radius.
Furthermore, the analytical value of the probability was
recently found using the near-horizon geometry of an ex-
tremal Kerr black hole [9]. In this case, the relativis-
tic boost due to the source’s proper motion causes such
an increase in the escape probability that the Doppler
blueshift exceeds the gravitational redshift [8, 10]. Simi-
lar phenomena have also been reported for various other
black holes with extremal geometry [11].
The unusual behavior of the escape probability in the
(near-)extremal Kerr black hole spacetime is essentially
based on the near-horizon throat geometry [12]. Because
of the throat geometry in the extremal limit, the coor-
dinate radius of the emission point coincides with the
horizon radius, while the proper spatial distance between
them remains large. This nontrivial property provides a
nonzero escape probability even when the emission point
is close enough to the horizon radius. The most impor-
tant implication is that the vicinity of the horizon in the
near-extremal Kerr spacetime is sufficiently observable,
unlike the naive predictions in the Schwarzschild space-
time.
The near-horizon geometry of an extremal Kerr black
hole also induces characteristic behaviors for phenomena
that occur in the off-equatorial plane. It is known that
1 Escape cones in the Kerr and Kerr–de Sitter spacetimes were






















spherical photon orbits, one of the most characteristic
photon orbits in the Kerr spacetime, accumulate at the
horizon radius [13, 14] (the so-called horizon class). Since
this occurs only in the range θ2 ≤ θ ≤ π − θ2 [where
θ2 = arccos (2
√
3− 3)1/2 ' 47.05◦] for the extremal case,
the photon escape probability, associated with the spher-
ical photon orbits, must also behave nontrivially in this
range.
This paper aims to completely classify the necessary
and sufficient range of parameters for photons emitted
from the vicinity of a Kerr black hole horizon to be reach-
able to infinity. The emission point is not limited to the
equatorial plane (as assumed in previous works), but in-
stead takes an arbitrary polar angle. In other words,
our condition for photon escape is also applicable to off-
equatorial emission phenomena near the horizon.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review
the equations of photon motion (i.e., the null geodesic
equations) in the Kerr black hole spacetime and iden-
tify the allowed range of variables for physical motion.
In Sec. III we review the spherical photon orbits, which
characterize photon escape from the vicinity of a Kerr
black hole horizon. In Sec. IV we clarify the necessary
and sufficient conditions for photons to escape from the
vicinity of the horizon to infinity by use of the allowed
region of motion and the spherical photon orbits, and
we develop a method of visualizing escapable regions in
a two-dimensional photon impact parameter space. In
Sec. V we divide the range of the polar angle into four
parts, and introduce critical values of an impact param-
eter to explicitly specify the escapable regions. Using
the visualization method and the critical values, we com-
pletely identify the parameter region for the extremal
case in Sec. VI and for the subextremal case in Sec. VII.
Section VIII is devoted to discussions. In this paper, we
use units in which c = 1 and G = 1.
II. GENERAL NULL GEODESIC MOTION IN
THE KERR BLACK HOLE SPACETIME
























)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ. (2)
The metric is parametrized by two parameters: the
mass M and spin a. We can assume a ≥ 0 without
loss of generality. Throughout this paper, we only con-
sider the parameter range of the black hole spacetime
0 ≤ a ≤ M . Then the event horizon is located at
r = rH ≡ M +
√
M2 − a2, where ∆ vanishes. The
spacetime is stationary and axisymmetric with two corre-
sponding Killing vectors ξa and ψa, where ξa∂a = ∂t and
ψa∂a = ∂ϕ. Furthermore, the spacetime has the Killing
tensor Kab defined by [15]












− a2 cos2 θgab. (3)
We adopt units in which M = 1 in what follows.
We consider photon motion in the Kerr black hole
spacetime. Let ka be a tangent vector to null geodesics
parametrized by an affine parameter λ. According to the
existence of ξa, ψa, and Kab, a photon has three con-
stants of motion [16],
E ≡ −ξaka = −kt, L ≡ ψaka = kϕ,
Q ≡ Kabkakb − (L− aE)2 , (4)
where E, L, and Q denote the conserved energy, angu-
lar momentum, and Carter constant, respectively. We
introduce the dimensionless impact parameters
b ≡ L
E
, q ≡ Q
E2
, (5)
where we have assumed that E > 0 because we only
focus on photons that escape to infinity. Rescaling ka by
E, such that, ka/E → ka, we obtain the null geodesic
equations



































r2 + a2 − ab
)]
, (9)
where σr ≡ sgn(ṙ), σθ ≡ sgn(θ̇), the dots denote deriva-
tives with respect to λ, and
R(r) ≡
(
r2 + a2 − ab
)2 −∆ [q + (b− a)2] , (10)







The allowed region for photon motion is given by R ≥ 0
and Θ ≥ 0. Since the Kerr geometry is reflection sym-
metric with respect to the equatorial plane θ = π/2, we
consider only the range 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 in what follows.
Here we clarify the allowed parameter range restricted
by R ≥ 0. Solving R = 0 for b, we obtain
b = b1(r; q) ≡
−2ar +
√
r∆ [r3 − q(r − 2)]
r(r − 2) , (12)
b = b2(r; q) ≡
−2ar −
√
r∆ [r3 − q(r − 2)]
r(r − 2) , (13)
3
where b2 diverges at r = 2. Since we can rewrite Eq. (10)
using bi (i = 1, 2) as
R = −r(r − 2)(b− b1)(b− b2), (14)
we find that the allowed parameter range of b derived
from R ≥ 0 is given by
b ≤ b1, b2 ≤ b for rH ≤ r < 2,
b2 ≤ b ≤ b1 for r ≥ 2.
(15)
Here and hereafter, we focus only on photon dynamics
outside the horizon, r > rH. Furthermore, from now on
we will not consider b2 ≤ b for rH ≤ r < 2 because this
range is for a negative-energy photon, and such a photon
cannot escape to infinity.
We also clarify the allowed parameter range restricted
by Θ ≥ 0. The non-negativity of Θ reads







For θ < π/2, the right-hand side is a quadratic function
in b, and its minimum value is q = −a2 cos2 θ at b = 0.
For q < 0, the inequality (16) leads to b2 < a2 sin2 θ < a2,
and hence we have q < 0 < a2−b2. This relation provides
a necessary condition for negative q,
a2 − b2 − q > 0, (17)
which will be useful for later discussions. The allowed
parameter range of b derived from Θ ≥ 0 is given by
|b| ≤ B(θ; q) ≡ tan θ
√
q + a2 cos2 θ. (18)
For θ = π/2, we have q ≥ 0, so that there is no restriction
of b derived from Θ ≥ 0.
Thus, the allowed region for photon motion is given
by the common region of Eqs. (15) and (18). Since bi
(i = 1, 2) and B depend on q, the region where a photon
can exist in fixed r and θ is given as a two-dimensional
parameter region of (b, q).
III. SPHERICAL PHOTON ORBITS
We review the spherical photon orbits, which charac-
terize photon escape from the vicinity of the horizon [7].
These are the orbits with ṙ = 0 and r̈ = 0 outside the





Solving these coupled algebraic equations for b and q, we








Since q < 0 these parameters must satisfy the condi-
tion (17), but they do not because a2−b2−q = −2r2 < 0.
Therefore, this solution set is unsuitable.
The other solution set is given by
b = bSPO(r) ≡ −
r3 − 3r2 + a2r + a2
a(r − 1) , (21)
q = qSPO(r) ≡ −
r3
(
r3 − 6r2 + 9r − 4a2
)
a2 (r − 1)2
. (22)
Outside the horizon, qSPO has a unique local maximum
with the value 27 at r = 3. These parameters lead to
a2 − b2 − q = −2r
(
r3 − 3r + 2a2
)
(r − 1)2 < 0 (23)
for r > rH, and hence, the condition (17) can never hold.
2
This means that, for the spherical photon orbit to exist,
q must satisfy the inequality 0 ≤ q ≤ 27.
First, we focus on the case of the subextremal Kerr
black hole spacetime (i.e., a < 1). Figure 1(i) shows a
typical shape of qSPO(r). Solving Eq. (22) for r, we ob-
tain two roots r = r1(q) and r = r2(q) outside the hori-
zon, which are the radii of spherical photon orbits. Note




1 ≤ r1(q) ≤ 3 ≤ r2(q) ≤ rc2, (25)
where















are the radii of circular photon orbits solving qSPO(r) =
0, i.e., q = 0. We obtain a direct relation between b and
q for the spherical photon orbits by eliminating r from
Eqs. (21) and (22). Substituting r = ri(q) into bSPO(r),
we have b for the spherical photon orbits as a function of
q,
bsi(q) ≡ bSPO(ri) (i = 1, 2), (28)
which also correspond to the extremum values of bi(r; q).
In the case q = 27, ri coincide with r = 3, so that b
s
i
coincide with b = −2a. We also define the specific values
2 Here we prove the inequality (23), i.e., we show r3−3r+2a2 ≥ 0





H − 2rH + a
2 = 0, and 1 ≤ rH < r, we have
r3 − 3r + 2a2
= r3H − 3rH + 2a
2 + (r − rH)
[
(r − rH)2 + 3(rrH − 1)
]





rH ≥ 0. (24)
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(i) a = 0.999
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FIG. 1: Relation between q and the radii ri (i = 1, 2) of extremum points of bi. The function qSPO(r) is shown by black
curves, which are solid outside the horizon and dashed inside it. The intersections of the blue solid lines q and the black solid
curves qSPO(r) give the radii of spherical photon orbits r1 and r2. The left panel (i) is the subextremal case (a = 0.999), and
the right panel (ii) is the extremal case (a = 1).
bci as b
s
i(0), or, equivalently, as the value of b for a photon
in circular orbits,
bci ≡ bSPO(rci ) (i = 1, 2). (29)
Next, we focus on the extremal Kerr black hole space-
time (i.e., a = 1). In this case, Eqs. (21) and (22) become
b = bSPO(r) = −r2 + 2r + 1, (30)
q = qSPO(r) = r
3(4− r). (31)
Figure 1(ii) shows the shape of qSPO(r) for a = 1. Unlike
the subextremal case, the number of roots of Eq. (31)
depends on q outside the horizon. There exists a single
root r2 for 0 ≤ q ≤ 3, while there exist two roots r1 and
r2 for 3 < q ≤ 27. In the case q = 27, ri coincide with
r = 3, so that bsi coincide with b = −2.
IV. ESCAPE CONDITIONS
We consider the conditions for photons escaping from
the vicinity of the horizon to infinity, i.e., the escape con-
ditions. Let (r∗, θ∗) be the radial and polar angle coor-
dinates of the emission point, respectively. From the re-
flection symmetry of the background, we only consider
0 ≤ θ∗ ≤ π/2, in which θ∗ = 0, π/2 will be considered
separately in Appendix A. The necessary and sufficient
conditions for photons to escape are that they have ap-
propriate parameters to reach infinity from r = r∗ and
are in the allowed region determined by the variable θ∗.
In the following subsections, we consider the escape con-
ditions for q ≥ 0 and q < 0 separately.
A. q ≥ 0
Let us consider the behavior of bi(r; q) to determine
the range of b in which a photon with q ≥ 0 satisfies the
necessary conditions to escape from r = r∗ to infinity [7].
From now on, we consider the case where r∗ is in the
range rH < r∗ < 3. There are three cases according to r∗
and the shape of b1(r; q), i.e., according to the relative
position of r1 to rH and r∗.
Case (a)—r1 < rH < r∗: The first inequality r1 < rH
leads to 0 ≤ q < 3. Note that the inequality r1 < rH
appears only for a = 1 [see Fig. 1(ii)].
Case (b)—rH ≤ r1 < r∗: The corresponding range of
q is given by 3 ≤ q < q∗ for a = 1 and 0 ≤ q < q∗ for
a < 1, where
q∗ ≡ qSPO(r∗). (32)
Case (c)—rH < r∗ ≤ r1: For a = 1, the corresponding
range of q is given by q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27. For a < 1, when
r∗ ≥ rc1, the corresponding range of q is given by q∗ ≤
q ≤ 27. On the other hand, when r∗ < rc1, since q∗ < 0,
the corresponding range of q is given by 0 ≤ q ≤ 27.
We can summarize all of the cases as follows:
Case (a): r1 < rH < r∗ ⇔ 0 ≤ q < 3 (for a = 1), (33)
Case (b): rH ≤ r1 < r∗ ⇔
{
3 ≤ q < q∗ (for a = 1),
0 ≤ q < q∗ (for a < 1), (34)
Case (c): rH < r∗ ≤ r1 ⇔
{
q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27 (for a = 1 and for a < 1 with r∗ ≥ rc1),
0 ≤ q ≤ 27 (for a < 1 with r∗ < rc1).
(35)
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(a) r1 < rH < r⇤
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(b) rH  r1 < r⇤
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FIG. 2: Typical shape of bi(r; q) in Cases (a)–(c). The purple and brown solid curves denote b1(r; q) and b2(r; q), respectively.
Note that b2(r; q) in the range rH ≤ r < 2 is not plotted. The range of b in which a photon satisfies a necessary condition for
escape from r = r∗ to infinity depends on two conditions. One is the relative position of r1 to rH and r∗, and the other is
whether a photon is emitted radially outward (σr = +) or inward (σr = −). If a photon is emitted radially outward (inward),
the maximum and minimum values of b with which a photon satisfies the necessary condition for escape are given by the red
(blue) dashed lines.
In other words, in the range 0 ≤ q ≤ 27, only Case (c)
appears for a < 1 and r∗ < rc1, and Cases (b) and (c)
appear for a < 1 and r∗ ≥ rc1, and all of the cases appear
for a = 1.
For Case (a), as r increases from rH to ∞, b1 begins
at b1(rH; q) = 2 and monotonically increases to ∞. For
Cases (b) and (c), as r increases from rH to∞, b1 mono-
tonically decreases from b1(rH; q) = 2rH/a to a local min-
imum bs1 at r = r1 and monotonically increases from
there to ∞. For all of the cases, as r increases from rH
to 2, b2 begins at b2(rH; q) = b1(rH; q) and monotonically
increases to ∞. As r increases from 2 to ∞, b2 mono-
tonically increases from −∞ to a local maximum bs2 at
r = r2 and monotonically decreases from there to −∞.
In the end, the necessary conditions for a photon to
escape to infinity are given as follows. In Case (a), if
emitted radially outward (i.e., σr = +), a photon with
bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) satisfies the necessary condition for
escape to infinity [see the band between the red dashed
lines in Fig. 2(a)]. Even if emitted radially inward (i.e.,
σr = −), a photon with 2 < b < b1(r∗; q) satisfies
this condition [see the band between the blue dashed
lines in Fig. 2(a)]. In Case (b), if σr = +, a photon
with bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) satisfies the necessary condi-
tion for escape to infinity [see the band between the red
dashed lines in Fig. 2(b)], while if σr = −, a photon
with bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q) satisfies this condition [see the
band between the blue dashed lines in Fig. 2(b)]. In
Case (c), a photon with bs2 < b < b
s
1 satisfies the nec-
essary condition for escape to infinity only if σr = +
[see the band between the red dashed lines in Fig. 2(c)].
These are summarized in Table I. It is useful to visual-
ize the necessary conditions for photon escape in the b-q
plane. Figure 3 shows the parameter regions necessary
for photon escape. The purple and brown curves denote
b = bs1(q) and b = b
s
2(q), respectively. The black solid
curve denotes b = b1(r∗; q). The gray segment with b = 2
and q ∈ [0, 3] denotes b = b1(rH; q), which appears only
for a = 1. The red region shows the parameter region
where photons emitted radially outward satisfy the nec-
essary conditions for escape. The blue region shows the
parameter region where photons emitted both radially
outward and inward satisfy the necessary conditions for
escape. Figures 3(i)–3(iii) correspond to Tables I(i)–I(iii),
respectively.
Now, let us further restrict the above necessary con-
ditions for photon escape by the condition of an allowed
parameter range,
Θ(θ∗) ≥ 0. (36)
The common region of these conditions provides the nec-
essary and sufficient parameter region in which a photon
can escape to infinity. We call it the escapable region.
It can be visualized in the b-q plane, which will be a
main tool to identify the escapable regions in the follow-
ing sections. An example of the escapable region is seen
in Fig. 4. The green curve denotes Θ(θ∗) = 0, and the
other curves and colored regions are defined in the same
way as in Fig. 3. We can find the escapable region (i.e.,
the common regions colored by red and blue with q ≥ 0),
which correspond to the regions in Fig. 3 restricted fur-
ther by the condition (36).
B. q < 0
We identify the escapable region for q < 0. The nega-








≤ q < 0. (37)
This implies that |b| ≤ a for q < 0. The minimum value
of q is given at b = 0 as
qmin ≡ −a2 cos2 θ∗. (38)
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TABLE I: Necessary conditions for a photon to escape to infinity. (i) a < 1 and r∗ < r
c
1. (ii) a < 1 and r∗ ≥ rc1. (iii) a = 1.
(i)
Case q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
(c): rH < r∗ ≤ r1 0 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(ii)
Case q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
(b): rH ≤ r1 < r∗ 0 ≤ q < q∗ bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
(c): rH < r∗ ≤ r1 q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(iii)
Case q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
(a): r1 < rH < r∗ 0 ≤ q < 3 bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) 2 < b < b1(r∗; q)
(b): rH ≤ r1 < r∗ 3 ≤ q < q∗ bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
(c): rH < r∗ ≤ r1 q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable

























(ii) a < 1, r⇤   rc1
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FIG. 3: Typical parameter region in the b-q plane satisfying the necessary conditions for photon escape from r = r∗ to infinity.
The purple, brown, and black solid curves denote b = bs1(q), b = b
s
2(q), and b = b1(r∗; q), respectively. The gray solid segment
denotes b = b1(rH; q) and appears only for a = 1. The blue region represents the parameter region where photons emitted both
radially inward and outward satisfy the necessary conditions for escape. The red region represents the parameter region where
photons emitted only radially outward satisfy the necessary conditions for escape. The red and blue arrows are the same as
those in Fig. 2. (i) a = 0.9 and r∗ = rH + 10
−2. (ii) a = 0.9 and r∗ = 2.5. (iii) a = 1 and r∗ = 2.5.
Unlike q ≥ 0, the spherical photon orbits are not relevant
to photon escape because they do not exist for q < 0.




r3 + (a2 − b2)r + 2(a− b)2
]
. (39)
The right-hand side is positive for all |b| ≤ a and r > rH.
Hence, the allowed region (39) contains the entire pa-
rameter region (37). This implies that any radial turning
point no longer appears for q < 0. Finally, we conclude
that photons with negative q can escape to infinity if they
are emitted outwardly (i.e., σr = +) and take the range
(37). Figure 4 shows an example of the escapable region
(see the red region of q < 0).
V. CRITICAL VALUES IN THE
CLASSIFICATION OF PHOTON ESCAPE
In the previous section we defined the escapable region
and developed a procedure to visualize it in the b-q plane.
Our goal is to identify the escapable regions by indicating




















FIG. 4: Typical shape of the escapable region. The purple,
brown, and black solid curves denote b = bs1(q), b = b
s
2(q),
and b = b1(r∗; q), respectively. The green solid curve denotes
Θ(θ∗) = 0, or equivalently, b = ±B(θ∗; q). The blue region
represents the parameter region where photons emitted both
radially inward and outward can escape to infinity. The red
region represents the parameter region where photons emitted
only radially outward can escape to infinity.
in Sec. V A we introduce three critical polar angles, at
which the aspect of photon escape qualitatively changes.
Furthermore, we need to obtain the parameter values of



















(iii) ✓⇤ = ✓3
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FIG. 5: Escapable regions for θ∗ being the critical angles (i) θ∗ = θ1, (ii) θ∗ = θ2, and (iii) θ∗ = θ3. The three black dots
denote (b, q) = (−2a, 27), (2, 3), and (bs2(3), 3). The meanings of the red and blue regions are the same as in Fig. 4.
the escapable region. In Sec. V B we specify and name
these critical parameter values.
A. Critical angles
We introduce critical polar angles θ1, θ2, and θ3 from
three special intersections of b = bsi(q) and b = ±B(θ∗; q),
around which the classification of the parameter values of
escapable photons varies qualitatively. The first special
point is (b, q) = (−2a, 27), where bs1 and bs2 coincide with
each other at r1 = r2 = 3. We define θ1 by θ∗ at the
intersection of b = bsi and b = −B, i.e., −B(θ1; 27) = −2a










Note that θ1 depends only on a and monotonically in-
creases with a in the range









7−15) ' 20.7◦. When θ∗ < θ1, bs2 < −B
holds in the range 0 ≤ q ≤ 27. This implies that the
minimum value of b in the escapable region is always −B
[see Fig. 5(i)].
The second special point is (b, q) = (2, 3) for a = 1,
where r1 = rH and b
s
1 = b1(rH; q) = 2. Note that q = 3
is a special value because Cases (a) and (b) are switched
there. We define θ2 by θ∗ at the intersection of b = bs1 and
b = B, i.e., B(θ2; 3) = 2 [see the black dot in Fig. 5(ii)].








When θ∗ < θ2, B < b1(rH; q) = 2 holds in the range 0 ≤
q ≤ 3. This implies that for q ≤ 3, the maximum value
of b in the escapable region is always B [see Fig. 5(ii)].
The third special point is (b, q) = (bs2(3), 3) for a = 1.
We define θ3 by θ∗ at the intersection of b = −B and
b = bs2, i.e., −B(θ3; 3) = bs2(3) [see the black dot in














where bs2(3) ' −6.71 and r2(3) ' 3.95. When θ∗ < θ3,
bs2 < −B holds in the range 0 ≤ q ≤ 3. This implies that
for q ≤ 3, the minimum value of b in the escapable region
is always −B [see Fig. 5(iii)].
B. Critical values of q
We introduce six critical values of q from the special
intersections of b = b1(rH; q), b = b1(r∗; q), b = bsi(q), and
b = ±B(θ∗; q), at which the classification of the parame-
ter ranges for photon escape varies qualitatively.
We define q1 as the value of q at the intersection of
b = b1(rH; q) and b = B(θ∗; q) for a = 1 [see the red dot
in Fig. 6],
q1(θ∗) =
3 + cos2 θ∗
tan2 θ∗
, (44)
which only appears for θ∗ ∈ [θ2, π/2) and monotonically
decreases with θ∗ in the range q1(π/2) = 0 < q1(θ∗) ≤
3 = q1(θ2). When q < q1, then B < b1(rH; q) holds. This
implies that for q < q1, the maximum value of b in the
escapable region is always B.
We define q2 as the value of q at the intersection of
b = b1(r∗; q) and b = B(θ∗; q) [see the blue dot in Fig. 6],





∆∗ − 2ar∗ sin θ∗






where Σ∗ ≡ r2∗+ a2 cos2 θ∗ and ∆∗ ≡ r2∗− 2r∗+ a2. Note
that q2 depends on both r∗ and θ∗, and if r∗ is fixed it
monotonically decreases with θ∗, but if θ∗ is fixed it is
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TABLE II: Definitions of the critical values of q and conditions that appear.
Critical value q Definition Necessary conditions to appear
q1(θ∗) b1(rH; q) = B(θ∗; q) only for a = 1 and θ∗ ≥ θ2
q2(r∗, θ∗) b1(r∗; q) = B(θ∗; q) always
q3(θ∗) b
s
1(q) = B(θ∗; q) other than a = 1 and θ∗ ≥ θ2
q4(θ∗) b
s
2(q) = −B(θ∗; q) only for θ∗ ≥ θ1
q5(θ∗) b
s
1(q) = −B(θ∗; q) only for θ∗ < θ1
















2(q) =  B(✓⇤; q)
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1(q) = B(✓⇤; q)
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q6(r⇤, ✓⇤): b1(r⇤; q) =  B(✓⇤; q)
FIG. 6: Six critical values of q.
not always monotonic with r∗. Figure 7 shows the value
of q2 in the r∗-θ∗ parameter space. When q2 exists in
the range q2 ≤ 27 and q is in the range q < q2, then
B < b1(r∗; q) holds. This implies that for q < q2, the
maximum value of b in the escapable region is always B.
We define q3 as the value of q at the intersection of
b = bs1(q) and b = B(θ∗; q) [see the purple dot in Fig. 6].
When a < 1, q3 always appears, while when a = 1 it only
appears for θ∗ ∈ (0, θ2). Note that q3(θ∗) monotonically
decreases with θ∗ in the range q3(π/2) = 0 < q3(θ∗) <
q3(0) for a < 1, while q3(θ2) = 3 < q3(θ∗) < 11 + 8
√
2 =
q3(0) for a = 1. When q < q3, then B < b
s
1 holds. This
implies that for q < q3, the maximum value of b in the
escapable region is always B.
We define q4 as the value of q at the intersection of
b = bs2(q) and b = −B(θ∗; q) [see the brown dot in Fig. 6],
which only appears for θ∗ ∈ [θ1, π/2). Note that q4(θ∗)
monotonically decreases with θ∗ in the range q4(π/2) =
0 < q4(θ∗) ≤ 27 = q4(θ1). When q < q4, then bs2 < −B
holds. This implies that for q < q4, the minimum value
of b in the escapable region is always −B.
We define q5 as the value of q at the intersection
of b = bs1(q) and b = −B(θ∗; q) [see the brown dot
in Fig. 6], which only appears for θ∗ ∈ (0, θ1). Note
that q5(θ∗) monotonically increases with θ∗ in the range
q5(0) < q5(θ∗) < 27 = q5(θ1). When q∗ < q5 or r∗ < rc1,
the maximum value of q in the escapable region is q5, i.e.,
there is no escapable region for q ≥ q5.
We define q6 as the value of q at the intersection of
b = b1(r∗; q) and b = −B(θ∗; q) [see the pink dot in
Fig. 6],
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Note that q6 depends on both r∗ and θ∗, and if r∗ is fixed
it monotonically increases with θ∗, but if θ∗ is fixed it is
not monotonic with r∗. Figure 8 shows the value of q6 in
the r∗-θ∗ parameter space. When q6 ≤ q∗, the maximum
value of q in the escapable region is q6, i.e., there is no
escapable region for q ≥ q6.
These six critical q values are summarized in Table II.
It is worth noting that the critical values always satisfy
the following inequalities:
q3 < q5 ≤ q6, (47)
q3 ≤ q2 < q6, (48)
q3 ≤ q2 < q4, (49)
q1 < q2 < q4. (50)
In the following sections, we will perform a complete clas-
sification of photon escape.
VI. ESCAPABLE REGION IN AN EXTREMAL
KERR BLACK HOLE
In this section we make a complete classification of
photon escape in an extremal Kerr black hole. In this
case, we define four classes according to θ∗: Class I, 0 <
θ∗ < θ1; Class II, θ1 ≤ θ∗ < θ2; Class III, θ2 ≤ θ∗ < θ3;
Class IV, θ3 ≤ θ∗ < π/2 (see Table III).
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(i) a = 0.9
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FIG. 7: Value of q2(r∗, θ∗) in the r∗-θ∗ parameter space. The black and yellow solid curves denote q2 = 27 and q2 = 3,
respectively. The blue dashed curve gives the minimum value of q2 for fixed θ∗ and satisfies q∗ = q2(r∗, θ∗) = q3(θ∗). The
brown and pink dashed curves satisfy q∗ = q4(θ∗) and q∗ = q5(θ∗) = q6(r∗, θ∗), respectively. (i) a = 0.9. (ii) a = 1.
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FIG. 8: Value of q6(r∗, θ∗) in the r∗-θ∗ parameter space. The black solid curve denotes q2 = 27. The pink dashed curve gives
the minimum value of q6 for fixed θ∗ and satisfies q∗ = q6(r∗, θ∗) = q5(θ∗). (i) a = 0.9. (ii) a = 1.
TABLE III: (a = 1) Definition of each Class and the critical
values of q in an extremal Kerr black hole.
Class Range of θ∗ Critical values of q
Class I 0 < θ∗ < θ1 q2, q3, q5, and q6
Class II θ1 ≤ θ∗ < θ2 q2, q3, and q4
Class III θ2 ≤ θ∗ < θ3 q1, q2, and q4
Class IV θ3 ≤ θ∗ < π/2 q1, q2, and q4
A. Class I: 0 < θ∗ < θ1 and a = 1
In Class I, there are five characteristic q’s: q∗ =
qSPO(r∗), q2, q3, q5, and q6. Here q3 monotonically de-
creases with θ∗, and q5 monotonically increases with θ∗
in the ranges
q3(θ1) < q3(θ∗) < q3(0) and q5(0) < q5(θ∗) < q5(θ1),
(51)
respectively, where q3(θ1) ' 12.6, q3(0) = q5(0) = 11 +
8
√
2, and q5(θ1) = 27. If r∗ is fixed, q2 monotonically
decreases with θ∗. If θ∗ is fixed, as r∗ increases from 1
to 3, q2 monotonically decreases from q2(1, θ∗) to a local
minimum q2 = q∗ = q3 at r∗ = r1(q3) and monotonically
increases from there to q2(3, θ∗) [see the regions 1 < r∗ <
3 and 0 < θ∗ < θ1 in Fig. 7(ii)].
These critical values satisfy the inequalities (47) and
(48). Therefore, there exist seven cases according to the
relative values of q∗ to q2, q3, q5, and q6:
(i) q∗ < q3 < q5 < q6 and q2 > q∗,
(ii) q∗ = q3 = q2 < q5 < q6,
(iii) q3 < q2 < q∗ < q5 < q6,
(iv) q3 < q2 < q∗ = q5 = q6,
(v) q3 < q2 < q5 < q6 < q∗,
(vi) q3 < q2 = q5 < q6 < q∗,
(vii) q3 < q5 < q2 < q6 < q∗.
(52)
Note that Cases (vi) and (vii) appear only when
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TABLE IV: (Class I, a = 1) Escapable region (b, q) for an
extremal Kerr black hole with 0 < θ∗ < θ1. (Class I-2, a < 1)
Escapable region (b, q) for a subextremal Kerr black hole with
r∗ ≥ rc1 and 0 < θ∗ < θ1.
Case q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
(i), (ii) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q5 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q5 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
(iii) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q∗ −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q < q5 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q5 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
(iv) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q6 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q6 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
(v) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q5 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q5 ≤ q < q6 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) −B ≤ b < b1(r∗; q)
q6 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
(vi) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q5 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q5 ≤ q < q6 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) −B ≤ b < b1(r∗; q)
q6 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
(vii) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q5 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q5 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B −B ≤ b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q6 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) −B ≤ b < b1(r∗; q)
q6 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
θ∗ < 2.54◦.
It is worth noting that when q2 > q∗, the intersection
of b = b1(r∗; q) and b = B(θ∗; q) does not contribute
to specifying the escapable region [see Fig. 9(i)]. On the
other hand, when q2 ≤ q∗, the intersection of b = b1(r∗; q)
and b = B(θ∗; q) is a special point, where the shape of the
escapable region changes [see, e.g., Fig. 9(iii)]. Therefore,
we need to consider q2 for specifying the escapable region
only when q2 ≤ q∗. In particular, in Case (i) q2 can take
three ranges: q2 < q5, q2 = q5, and q2 > q5. However,
since q2 > q∗ in all three ranges, we do not distinguish
them.
For the same reason as for q2, the relative values of
q∗ and q6 determine whether q6 contributes to specify-
ing the escapable region. When q6 > q∗, the intersec-
tion of b = b1(r∗; q) and b = −B(θ∗; q) is not included
in the escapable region [see Fig. 9(iii)]. On the other
hand, when q6 ≤ q∗, the intersection of b = b1(r∗; q) and
b = −B(θ∗; q) is a special point, where the shape of the
escapable region changes [see, e.g., Fig. 9(v)]. Therefore,
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(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.71, 10
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="QCGBcJ1509pAuQ06ocoGtqZ6EtI=">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</latexit>






(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.99, 10
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="bTfwvU9n74bOMt9uiKn6daZZXWY=">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</latexit>






(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.77, 1
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="vvdU368Ztt5KovY6zOCnKMhh66c=">AAAHf3iclVXLbtNAFL2lQEp4tAUWSGwsqlSlEtEkDZSitqqgi7KibehDaoplO9PUquM4tmNRrPAB/AALViBYID6DDWILLPoJiGWR2LDgzMRpSez0MSPP455z7tw7mhnrjmV6PmN7fWf6z547nxq4kL546fKVwaHhq6tereEafMWoWTV3Xdc8bpk2X/FN3+Lrjsu1qm7xNX3nkcDXAu56Zs1+6u86fLOqVWxzyzQ0HyZ1aLak84pph5plVuzxZrrk8+d+OFYKzNtN5aVSVyem62p+pq7eRX8P33i6xO1ym68OjbAsk0WJD3LRYISislgb7r9OJSpTjQxqUJU42eRjbJFGHuoG5YiRA9smhbC5GJkS59SkNLQNsDgYGqw7aCuYbURWG3Ph05NqA6tY+FwoFcqwH+wj22df2Cf2k/3t6SuUPkQsu+j1lpY76uCrG8U/x6qq6H3aPlQdGbNPW3RfxmoidkdaRBZGSx+8eL1ffLCcCUfZO/YL8b9le+wzMrCD38aHJb78Bt7TlJFVQawcnoUnBXHsoi3DsiU8oablvot5CRGEsrWw5jb6ZgeqS1R48xOwh0B1UiWnna2LUQikKWsn35P8Zwl8L5FfpEV60nONFhrXlRO45RhrXrLmMbMScltI8LEQ81GNWI0uuy3tdszuRLvtHJxmse+dnPpB1vVTZe2CEaJN0iwk8D3J8xBDRbI70aJEiz3QQJ5y0Ys8xGkWfsT9smNM5z+mOGGmZGRi53Ba8sTdt7Hm4R1v47MSd3viMxLn2LUG1gi60DzQx+i3EWnr7okM7lAWbwxHhk2gnYqJEyhO469wrL/VLoWJKl6DozRmguYkqtP5DI712L3fgYwiOME67RdLvHXlxNcK50T+W6ZkUVqDyUI0mMod/FvW8tlcIZvLLeVH5grRb2aAbtItGsOikzSHi7BIKwjlPX2lb/Q9RanRVDbFWtQzfZHmGnWU1NQ/+2iF7g==</latexit>






(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.99, 1
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="5th1b0be02QCUF5FmAs8FnD7XAo=">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</latexit>
(vii) q3 < q5 < q2 < q6 < q⇤
FIG. 9: (Class I, a = 1) Typical shape of the escapable region
for an extremal Kerr black hole with 0 < θ∗ < θ1. The pur-
ple, black, and green curves denote b = bs1(q), b1(r∗; q), and
±B(θ∗; q), respectively. The gray, blue, purple, brown, and
pink dashed lines denote q = q∗, q2, q3, q5, and q6, respec-
tively.
The escapable regions in the above cases are summa-
rized in Table IV and Fig. 9.
B. Class II: θ1 ≤ θ∗ < θ2 and a = 1
In Class II, there are four characteristic q’s: q∗, q2, q3,
and q4. Here q3 and q4 monotonically decrease with θ∗
in the ranges
q3(θ2) < q3(θ∗) ≤ q3(θ1) and q4(θ2) < q3(θ∗) ≤ q4(θ1),
(53)
respectively, where q3(θ2) = 3, q3(θ1) ' 12.6, q4(θ2) '
18.9, and q4(θ1) = 27. The behavior of q2 is the same as
in Class I, and the value of q2 is in the range 3 < q2 < 27
[see the regions of 1 < r∗ < 3 and θ1 ≤ θ∗ < θ2 in
Fig. 7(ii)].
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TABLE V: (Class II, a = 1) Escapable region (b, q) for an
extremal Kerr black hole with θ1 ≤ θ∗ < θ2. (Class II-2,
a < 1) Escapable region (b, q) for a subextremal Kerr black
hole with r∗ ≥ rc1 and θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2.
Case q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
(i), (ii) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(iii) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q∗ −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(iv) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(v) qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q < q∗ bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
These critical values satisfy the inequalities (49).
Therefore, there exist five cases according to the relative
values of q∗ to q2, q3, and q4:
(i) q∗ < q3 < q2 < q4,
(ii) q∗ = q3 = q2 < q4,
(iii) q3 < q2 < q∗ < q4,
(iv) q3 < q2 < q∗ = q4,
(v) q3 < q2 < q4 < q∗.
(54)
The escapable regions in the above cases are summarized
in Table V and Fig. 10.
C. Class III: θ2 ≤ θ∗ < θ3 and a = 1
In Class III, there are four characteristic q’s: q∗, q1, q2,
and q4. Here q1 and q4 monotonically decrease with θ∗
in the ranges
q1(θ3) < q1(θ∗) ≤ q1(θ2) and q4(θ3) < q4(θ∗) ≤ q4(θ2),
(55)
respectively, where q1(θ3) ' 0.208, q1(θ2) = 3, q4(θ3) =
3, and q4(θ2) ' 18.9. The critical value q2 monotonically
decreases with θ∗ for fixed r∗ and monotonically increases
with r∗ for fixed θ∗, and hence we have
q2(1, θ∗) < q2 < q2(3, θ∗), (56)
q2(r∗, θ3) < q2 < q2(r∗, θ2), (57)





(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.1, 30
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="T9m+VqxoS4zB8BtAC18d/HhdkHo=">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</latexit>
(i) q⇤ < q3 < q2 < q4





(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.5, 30
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="Hu/CTNMvN5I1EWKgi4agHZQTjQA=">AAAHfHiclVVNTxNBGH4BpVg/APVg4mVjU4MammlpRBQMUQ54Eqh8JBSb3XYoE7bb7e52I27qD/APePCEiQfjz/CgRz144CcYj5h40cRnpluw7ZaPmex8vM/zvPO+k5lZwzaF6zG219c/cObsYGzoXPz8hYuXhkdGL6+41bpT5MvFqll11gzd5aaw+LInPJOv2Q7XK4bJV43txxJf9bnjiqr1zNux+UZFL1tiUxR1D6bCyIO8wcvCCnRTlK3bjXje4y+8YCwvxK3GK02rFW7P1AoT+DLTmGTjeW6VWuTCSIKlmCpa9yAdDhIUloXq6MBVylOJqlSkOlWIk0Uexibp5KKuU5oY2bBtUACbg5FQOKcGxaGtg8XB0GHdRlvGbD20WphLn65SF7GKic+BUqMk+84+sH32hX1kP9ifnr4C5UPGsoPeaGq5XRh+fS33+1hVBb1HW4eqI2P2aJPuqVgFYreVRWZRbOr9l2/2c/eXksFN9o79RPy7bI99QgaW/6v4fpEvvYX3OCVV1RArh2fpSUMcO2hLsGxKT6hxte9ynkcEgWpNrLmFvtGGGgqV3rwI7BFQgwqK08rWwSgA0lC1ne8q/vMIvhvJz9ECPe25RhPt1pUiuKUu1pxizWFmRuQ2H+FjvstHJWTVO+yWsltddjvcbfvgNMt9b+fUDrKunSprB4wAbZRmPoLvKp6LGMqK3Y7mFJrrgfrqlMte5iFPs/Qj75fVxbT/Y8oTJhQj2XUOpxVP3n0Lax7e8Rb+UOFOT3xG4Ry7VscafgeaAfoE/RYibd49mcE4pfDGcGTYANqumDiB4jT+ssf6W+lQCFT5GhylERGak6hO59M/1mPnfvsqCv8E67ReLPnWlSJfK5wT9W+ZUkVrDiaz4WAqffBvWc2k0tlUOr2YScxmw9/MEF2nGzSGRSdpFhdhgZYRyi59pq/0bfBvLBG7ExtvUvv7Qs0Vaiuxu/8AQISFoA==</latexit>
(ii) q⇤ = q3 = q2 < q4





(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.5, 30
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="WwjG+EUvqvLZOAmVhgoC/4xXUEo=">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</latexit>
(iii) q3 < q2 < q⇤ < q4
Class II, a=1





(iv) q3 < q2 < q⇤ = q4
<latexit sha1_base64="uVWQwTX5aCIbiL5vc1Ly9tZMu3E=">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</latexit>
(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.74, 30
 )





(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.9, 30
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="OgWF603vAHfEnmvv/UE+7WozY8Y=">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</latexit>
(v) q3 < q2 < q4 < q⇤
FIG. 10: (Class II, a = 1) Typical shape of the escapable
region for an extremal Kerr black hole with θ1 ≤ θ∗ < θ2.
The purple, brown, black, gray, and green curves denote b =
bs1(q), b
s
2(q), b1(r∗; q), b1(rH; q) and ±B(θ∗; q), respectively.
The gray, blue, purple, and brown dashed lines denote q = q∗,
q2, q3, and q4, respectively.
where the minimum value is q2(1, θ3) ' 0.208 and the
maximum value is q2(3, θ2) ' 7.71 [see the regions of
1 < r∗ < 3 and θ2 ≤ θ∗ < θ3 in Fig. 7(ii)].
These critical values satisfy
q1 ≤ 3 < q4, (58)
q1 < q2 < q4, (59)
q2 < q∗, (60)
where the second inequalities correspond to Eq. (50).
Therefore, there exist nine cases according to the rela-
tive values of q∗ to q1, q2, q4, and qSPO(rH) = 3:
(i) q1 ≤ 3 < q2 < q∗ < q4,
(ii) q1 ≤ 3 < q2 < q∗ = q4,
(iii) q1 ≤ 3 < q2 < q4 < q∗,
(iv) q1 < q2 = 3 < q∗ < q4,
(v) q1 < q2 = 3 < q∗ = q4,
(vi) q1 < q2 = 3 < q4 < q∗,
(vii) q1 < q2 < 3 < q∗ < q4,
(viii) q1 < q2 < 3 < q∗ = q4,
(ix) q1 < q2 < 3 < q4 < q∗.
(61)
The escapable regions in the above cases are summarized
in Table VI and Fig. 11.
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TABLE VI: (Class III, a = 1) Escapable region (b, q) for an
extremal Kerr black hole with θ2 ≤ θ∗ < θ3.
Case q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
(i) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q ≤ 3 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q∗ −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(ii) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q ≤ 3 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(iii) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q ≤ 3 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
3 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B bs1 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q < q∗ bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(iv) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q < 3 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
3 ≤ q < q∗ −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(v) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q < 3 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
3 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(vi) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q < 3 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
3 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q < q∗ bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(vii) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < 3 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) 2 < b < b1(r∗; q)
3 ≤ q < q∗ −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(viii) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < 3 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) 2 < b < b1(r∗; q)
3 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable
(ix) qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < 3 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) 2 < b < b1(r∗; q)
3 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q < q∗ bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable











(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.8, 50
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="UrUYHqb9OoLuVxlwpfbA6eoFhgE=">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</latexit>
(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.07, 50
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="AykRAZz6TJr7Qf4dusc/lZOIhC4=">AAAHf3iclVVNTxNBGH4Btbh+AOrBxEsjKUESm9nSBDFIiHLAk0DlI6HY7G6HsmG73e5uN+Km/gD/gAdPGj0Yf4YX41U98BOMR0y8ePCZ6RZsdwtlJjsf7/M877zvZGZWdyzT8xk7GBgcOnf+Qmr4onLp8pWrI6Nj19a9WsM1+JpRs2rupq553DJtvuabvsU3HZdrVd3iG/reI4FvBNz1zJr91N93+HZVq9jmjmloPkyl0fmiziumHWqWWbGnmkrR58/9cNK803yZVuoltWjxenp6rl7K4ZvCl1eK3C63+aXRcZZlsqTjAzUajFNUlmtjQzeoSGWqkUENqhInm3yMLdLIQ90ilRg5sG1TCJuLkSlxTk1SoG2AxcHQYN1DW8FsK7LamAufnlQbWMXC50KZpgz7wT6yQ/aFfWI/2d+evkLpQ8Syj15vablTGnl1s/DnVFUVvU+7x6oTY/Zph+7JWE3E7kiLyMJo6YMXrw8L91cz4QR7x34h/rfsgH1GBnbw2/iwwlffwLtCGVnTiJXDs/CURhz7aMuw7AhPqIrcdzEvIoJQthbW3EXf7EB1iQpvfgL2EKhOJclpZ+tiFAJpytrJ9yT/WQLfS+QXaJme9FyjhcZ15QRuOcZalKxFzKyE3JYSfCzFfFQjVqPLbku7HbM70W47R6dZ7Hsnp36Udf1MWbtghGiTNEsJfE/yPMRQkexOtCDRQg80kKdc9CIPcZqFH3G/7BjT+Y8pTpgpGZnYOZyTPHH3bax5fMfb+LzE3Z74A4lz7FoDawRdaA7oY/S7iLR190QGdymLN4YjwybQTsV0H4qz+Muf6m+9S2GiitfgJI2ZoOlHdTafwakeu/c7kFEEfazTfrHEW1dOfK1wTuS/ZVaWdGswk48Gs+rRv2Ujl1XzWVVdyY0v5KPfzDDdots0iUVnaAEXYZnWEMp7+krf6HuKUhOpbIq1qIMDkeY6dZTU7D9Qy4Wx</latexit>
(i) q1  3 < q2 < q⇤ < q4
<latexit sha1_base64="q4NtEGWS7JrrPciJc7/F2QwZ8qY=">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</latexit>
(ii) q1  3 < q2 < q⇤ = q4






(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.2, 50
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="bPK8rZ5lobePaOgjiMT5sUsPNdM=">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</latexit>
(iii) q1  3 < q2 < q4 < q⇤






(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.51, 50
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="lkWd1PAMB+x+abwIIGBKu+L6mJg=">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</latexit>
(iv) q1 < q2 = 3 < q⇤ < q4











(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.49, 60
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="Td5yBrjwlGgXNsAk1wjHUIJm0vM=">AAAHfXiclVXLbtNAFL2l0BTzaAsskNhElKBSQTROI5WiFlXQRVnRNvQhNSWynWlq1XEc27EoVvgAfoAFKyqxQHwGm25BYtFPQCyLxAYhzkyclsROHzPyPO455869o5mx7lim5zO233eu//yFgdTgReXS5StXh4ZHrq14tYZr8GWjZtXcNV3zuGXafNk3fYuvOS7XqrrFV/XtpwJfDbjrmTX7hb/j8I2qVrHNTdPQfJhKw9NFnVdMO9Qss2KPN5Wiz1/54VgxMO8136SVekmdrpdyMxNo8/jGlSK3y212aXiUZZks6fhAjQajFJWF2kj/DSpSmWpkUIOqxMkmH2OLNPJQ10klRg5sGxTC5mJkSpxTkxRoG2BxMDRYt9FWMFuPrDbmwqcn1QZWsfC5UKYpw76zT+yA7bHP7Af709NXKH2IWHbQ6y0td0pDb28Wfp+oqqL3aetIdWzMPm3SQxmridgdaRFZGC198PrdQeHRUia8y3bZT8T/ge2zL8jADn4ZHxf50nt4VygjaxqxcngWntKIYwdtGZZN4QlVkfsu5kVEEMrWwppb6JsdqC5R4c1PwJ4A1akkOe1sXYxCIE1ZO/me5L9M4HuJ/AIt0POea7TQuK6cwC3HWHOSNYeZlZDbfIKP+ZiPasRqdNltabdjdifabefwNIt97+TUD7OunylrF4wQbZJmPoHvSZ6HGCqS3YkWJFrogQbylIte5CFOs/Aj7pcdYzr/McUJMyUjEzuH05In7r6NNY/ueBt/LHG3Jz4jcY5da2CNoAvNAX2GfguRtu6eyOABZfHGcGTYBNqpmDiF4iz+8if6W+lSmKjiNThOYyZoTqM6m8/gRI/d+x3IKIJTrNN+scRbV058rXBO5L9lSpZ0azCZjwZT6uG/ZTWXVfNZVV3Mjc7mo9/MIN2i2zSGRSdpFhdhgZYRyi7t0Vf6NvA3dSd1P5VtUc/1RZrr1FFSk/8ASXeF7Q==</latexit>
(vi) q1 < q2 = 3 < q4 < q⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="4xKQG4IHqiw7EkaGUjUTYJuEIRg=">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</latexit>
(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.91, 54.3
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="SJn3B+xjEPU70BkoyfhnSu+Mnf4=">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</latexit>
(v) q1 < q2 = 3 < q⇤ = q4











(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.4, 65
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="nzeJKVnEfYIX88XADBLiKQDoz7c=">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</latexit>
(vii) q1 < q2 < 3 < q⇤ < q4
<latexit sha1_base64="JhxlHPTK3hdntFgNJJABjOQ5aoI=">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</latexit>
(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.48, 65
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="v+9qQmV0fZq992YLQ72A8LN/M3o=">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</latexit>
(viii) q1 < q2 < 3 < q⇤ = q4






(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.2, 65
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="F1ai5SnL3aSSZaI54Ttvze9/jVw=">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</latexit>
(ix) q1 < q2 < 3 < q4 < q⇤
Class III, a=1
FIG. 11: (Class III, a = 1) Typical shape of the escapable
region for an extremal Kerr black hole with θ2 ≤ θ∗ < θ3. The
purple, brown, black, gray, and green curves denote b = bs1(q),
bs2(q), b1(r∗; q), b1(rH; q), and ±B(θ∗; q), respectively. The
gray, red, blue, and brown dashed lines denote q = q∗, q1, q2,
and q4, respectively.
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TABLE VII: (Class IV, a = 1) Escapable region (b, q) for an
extremal Kerr black hole with θ3 ≤ θ∗ < π/2.
q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
qmin ≤ q < q1 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q1 ≤ q < q2 −B ≤ b ≤ B 2 < b ≤ B
q2 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b ≤ b1(r∗; q) 2 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q4 ≤ q ≤ 3 bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) 2 < b < b1(r∗; q)
3 ≤ q < q∗ bs2 < b ≤ b1(r∗; q) bs1 < b < b1(r∗; q)
q∗ ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable












(ii) q1 < q2 < q4 < 3 < q⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="8k+Ov/R/yApmg5K3+c1dZFNzq2E=">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</latexit>
(i) q1 < q2 < q4 = 3 < q⇤






(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.5, ✓3 ' 75.4 )
<latexit sha1_base64="oOP7zcsNzsJyklgPH3Gj4FdObxc=">AAAHeniclVVPTxNBFH+AUqx/APVg4qVKagCxmdYawIghygFPApU/CYVmdzu0E7bTZXe7Sd30C/gFPHgwmngwfgxj4klPHvgIxiMmHvTgm9ct0O4W6Ex2/rzf7/fmvcnMrG6ZwnEZ2+/rHzh3fjA2dCF+8dLlK8Mjo1fXnGrNNviqUTWr9oauOdwUkq+6wjX5hmVzraKbfF3ffarwdY/bjqjKF27d4lsVrSTFjjA0F02Fkdm8zktC+popSnKyER+3C5NTebfMXa0wOTE3nkk9mJph23lD2MZEPM9lsUUtjIyxFKOSCA/SwWAMgrJUHR24DnkoQhUMqEEFOEhwcWyCBg7WTUgDAwttW+CjzcaRIJxDA+KorSGLI0ND6y62JZxtBlaJc+XTIbWBq5j42ahMQJL9YB/ZAfvKPrGf7F9XXz75ULHUsdebWm4Vhl/dyP05VVXB3oXykerEmF3YgRmKVWDsFllUFkZT7718fZB7uJL077D37BfG/47ts8+YgfR+Gx+W+cob9B6HJNUExsrRs/KUwDjq2BbRsqM8YY3Tvqt5HiPwqTVxzTL2jTZUJ1R5cyOwJ4jqUCBOK1sbRz4iDartfIf42xF8J5KfgyV43nWNJhrWFSO4xRBrgVgLODMjcluM8LEY8lEJWLUOuyS7DNmtYLetw9Os9r2ds3eY9V5PWdvI8LGN0ixG8B3iORhDidjtaI7QXBfUo1OuepWHOs3Kj7pfMsS0jjHVCRPESIbO4SPiqbsvcc2jO97CHxNud8XnCOe4azVcw+tAM4g+w76MkTbvnsrgHqTwjeGYYQPRdsX9Myh68Zc91d9ah0JgVa/BSRoRoTmLqjef3qkeO/fboyi8M6zTerHUW1eMfK3wnNC/ZZZKojmYzgaD2fThv2U9k0pnU+n0cmZsPhv8ZobgJtyGcVx0GubxIizBKobyFr7AN/g++Dd2KzYRu9uk9vcFmmvQVmLZ/zL0g+I=</latexit>
(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.5, 80
 )






(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.5, 80
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="tdQl+aedGF8e8zJRKmnouPZXlik=">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</latexit>
q1 < q2 < q4  3 < q⇤






FIG. 12: (Class IV, a = 1) Typical shape of the escapable
region for an extremal Kerr black hole with θ3 ≤ θ∗ < π/2.
The purple, brown, black, gray, and green curves denote b =
bs1(q), b
s
2(q), b1(r∗; q), b1(rH; q), and ±B(θ∗; q), respectively.
The gray, red, blue, and brown dashed lines denote q = q∗,
q1, q2, and q4, respectively.
D. Class IV: θ3 ≤ θ∗ < π/2 and a = 1
In Class IV, there are four characteristic q’s: q∗, q1, q2,
and q4. Since these q’s satisfy the inequality
q1 < q2 < q4 ≤ 3 < q∗, (62)
there is no case classification according to the relative
values of q. The escapable regions are summarized in
Table VII and Fig. 12.
VII. ESCAPABLE REGION IN A
SUBEXTREMAL KERR BLACK HOLE
In this section we make a complete classification of
photon escape in a subextremal Kerr black hole. We
again note that when a < 1 and r∗ < rc1, b = b1(r∗; q)
TABLE VIII: (a < 1) Definition of each Class and the critical
values of q in a subextremal Kerr black hole.
Class Range of r∗ Range of θ∗ Critical values of q
Class I-1 r∗ < r
c
1 0 < θ∗ < θ1 q3 and q5
Class I-2 r∗ ≥ rc1 0 < θ∗ < θ1 q2, q3, q5, and q6
Class II-1 r∗ < r
c
1 θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2 q3 and q4
Class II-2 r∗ ≥ rc1 θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2 q2, q3, and q4
TABLE IX: (Class I-1 and Class II-1, a < 1) Escapable region
(b, q) with r∗ < r
c
1 and 0 < θ∗ < θ1 (Class I-1) and r∗ < r
c
1
and θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2 (Class II-1) for a subextremal Kerr black
hole.
Class q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
I-1 qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q5 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q5 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
II-1 qmin ≤ q < q3 −B ≤ b ≤ B not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q4 −B ≤ b < bs1 not applicable
q4 ≤ q ≤ 27 bs2 < b < bs1 not applicable





(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.45, 10
 )
Class I-a, subextremal





(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (1.45, 60
 )
<latexit sha1_base64="jZGt8UUOov8zFG5sk3Qi6Wg44bI=">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</latexit>
(i) Class I-a: q3 < q5
<latexit sha1_base64="81Km4cqe9k6+FKextUopaGnNOzM=">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</latexit>
(ii) Class II-a: q3 < q4
<latexit sha1_base64="LFro6Fpmg+cLOHydRaPxIBNjIEc=">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</latexit>
(i) Class I-1: q3 < q5
<latexit sha1_base64="NO0qhZH7Vm/8izKM2x2weqpdMEs=">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</latexit>
(ii) Class II-1: q3 < q4
FIG. 13: (Class I-1 and Class II-1, a < 1) Typical shape of
the escap ble region for a subextremal Kerr black hole with
r∗ < r
c
1. The purple, brown, black, and green curves denote
b = bs1(q), b
s
2(q), b1(r∗; q), and ±B(θ∗; q), respectively. Here
we set a = 0.9, and then rH ' 1.44 and rc1 ' 1.56. (i) θ∗ is
in the range 0 < θ∗ < θ1 (Class I-1). The purple and brown
dashed lines denote q = q3 and q5, respectively. (ii) θ∗ is in
the range θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2 (Class II-1). The purple and brown
dashed lines denote q = q3 and q4, respectively.
does not intersect with b = bs1(q) in the b-q plane, and
thus q∗ does not appear [see Fig. 3(i) and Table I(i)].
Therefore, though the class for a = 1 is only defined by
the range of θ∗, the class for a < 1 is defined by the ranges
of r∗ and θ∗ as follows: Class I-1, r∗ < rc1 and 0 < θ∗ < θ1;
Class I-2, r∗ ≥ rc1 and 0 < θ∗ < θ1; Class II-1, r∗ < rc1
and θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2; Class II-2, r∗ ≥ rc1 and θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2
(see Table VIII).
A. Classes I-1 and II-1: rH < r∗ < r
c
1 and a < 1
In Class I-1, there are only two characteristic q’s: q3
and q5. Since q3 < q5, there is no case classification
according to the relative values of critical q. Similarly, in
Class II-1 there are only two characteristic q, q3 and q4.
Since q3 < q4, there is no case classification according to
the relative values of critical q. The escapable regions are




(ii) q⇤ = q3 = q2 < q5 < q6
<latexit sha1_base64="hDKS2TYopVpfqr5KqigARl1HrMc=">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</latexit>
(i) q⇤ < q3 < q5 < q6 and q2 > q⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="vgiyQyXEzV48p45Z4sOI8dqZah8=">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</latexit>
(iii) q3 < q2 < q⇤ < q5 < q6
<latexit sha1_base64="QCGBcJ1509pAuQ06ocoGtqZ6EtI=">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</latexit>
(iv) q3 < q2 < q⇤ = q5 = q6
<latexit sha1_base64="bTfwvU9n74bOMt9uiKn6daZZXWY=">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</latexit>
(v) q3 < q2 < q5 < q6 < q⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="vvdU368Ztt5KovY6zOCnKMhh66c=">AAAHf3iclVXLbtNAFL2lQEp4tAUWSGwsqlSlEtEkDZSitqqgi7KibehDaoplO9PUquM4tmNRrPAB/AALViBYID6DDWILLPoJiGWR2LDgzMRpSez0MSPP455z7tw7mhnrjmV6PmN7fWf6z547nxq4kL546fKVwaHhq6tereEafMWoWTV3Xdc8bpk2X/FN3+Lrjsu1qm7xNX3nkcDXAu56Zs1+6u86fLOqVWxzyzQ0HyZ1aLak84pph5plVuzxZrrk8+d+OFYKzNtN5aVSVyem62p+pq7eRX8P33i6xO1ym68OjbAsk0WJD3LRYISislgb7r9OJSpTjQxqUJU42eRjbJFGHuoG5YiRA9smhbC5GJkS59SkNLQNsDgYGqw7aCuYbURWG3Ph05NqA6tY+FwoFcqwH+wj22df2Cf2k/3t6SuUPkQsu+j1lpY76uCrG8U/x6qq6H3aPlQdGbNPW3RfxmoidkdaRBZGSx+8eL1ffLCcCUfZO/YL8b9le+wzMrCD38aHJb78Bt7TlJFVQawcnoUnBXHsoi3DsiU8oablvot5CRGEsrWw5jb6ZgeqS1R48xOwh0B1UiWnna2LUQikKWsn35P8Zwl8L5FfpEV60nONFhrXlRO45RhrXrLmMbMScltI8LEQ81GNWI0uuy3tdszuRLvtHJxmse+dnPpB1vVTZe2CEaJN0iwk8D3J8xBDRbI70aJEiz3QQJ5y0Ys8xGkWfsT9smNM5z+mOGGmZGRi53Ba8sTdt7Hm4R1v47MSd3viMxLn2LUG1gi60DzQx+i3EWnr7okM7lAWbwxHhk2gnYqJEyhO469wrL/VLoWJKl6DozRmguYkqtP5DI712L3fgYwiOME67RdLvHXlxNcK50T+W6ZkUVqDyUI0mMod/FvW8tlcIZvLLeVH5grRb2aAbtItGsOikzSHi7BIKwjlPX2lb/Q9RanRVDbFWtQzfZHmGnWU1NQ/+2iF7g==</latexit>
(vi) q3 < q2 = q5 < q6 < q⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="5th1b0be02QCUF5FmAs8FnD7XAo=">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</latexit>
















































(r⇤, ✓⇤) = (2.99, 1
 )
FIG. 14: (Class I-2, a < 1) Typical shape of the escapable
region for a subextremal Kerr black hole with r∗ ≥ rc1 and
0 < θ∗ < θ1. The purple, black, and green curves denote
b = bs1(q), b1(r∗; q), and ±B(θ∗; q), respectively. The gray,
blue, purple, brown, and pink dashed lines denote q = q∗, q2,
q3, q5, and q6 respectively. Here we set a = 0.9, and then
rc1 ' 1.56.
B. Class I-2: r∗ ≥ rc1, 0 < θ∗ < θ1 and a < 1
In Class I-2, there are five characteristic q’s: q∗, q2,
q3, q5, and q6. They are classified into seven cases ac-
cording to the relative values, which are the same as the
cases (52) of Class I for a = 1. The escapable regions are
summarized in Table IV and Fig. 14.
C. Class II-2: r∗ ≥ rc1, θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2, and a < 1
In Class II-2, there are four characteristic q’s: q∗, q2,
q3, and q4. They are classified into five cases according to
the relative values, which are the same as the cases (54) of
Class II for a = 1. The escapable regions are summarized
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(i) q⇤ < q3 < q2 < q4
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(ii) q⇤ = q3 = q2 < q4
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Class II-2, a<1
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(iv) q3 < q2 < q⇤ = q4
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(v) q3 < q2 < q4 < q⇤
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FIG. 15: (Class II-2, a < 1) Typical shape of the escapable
region for a subextremal Kerr black hole with r∗ ≥ rc1 and
θ1 ≤ θ∗ < π/2. The purple, brown, black, and green curves
denote b = bs1(q), b
s
2(q), b1(r∗; q), and ±B(θ∗; q), respectively.
The gray, blue, purple, and brown dashed lines denote q = q∗,
q2, q3, and q4, respectively. Here we set a = 0.9, and then
rc1 ' 1.56.
in Table V and Fig. 15.
VIII. DISCUSSIONS
We have completely classified the necessary and suffi-
cient range of impact parameters (b, q) for photons emit-
ted from the vicinity of a Kerr black hole horizon to es-
cape to infinity, i.e., the escapable regions. All of the
main results are summarized in the tables of Secs. VI
and VII. In the process of deriving these results, we have
developed a useful method for classification: the visual-
ization of the escapable parameter region in the b-q plane.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated a procedure for the
systematic identification of the regions.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the evaluation of a
photon escape probability is essential to reveal the ob-
servability of phenomena in the vicinity of the horizon.
Our complete set of escapable regions provides a basis for
evaluating the probability. It is worthwhile to comment
on further speculations based on the results of our clas-
sification. Naively, we expect the escape probability to
decrease as the polar angle of an emitter approaches the
poles while the radial coordinate remains fixed because
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the area of the escapable region simply decreases in this
case. However, if we focus on photons escaping from
the vicinity of the horizon, such naive expectations may
not hold because of the effect of the near-horizon geom-
etry. In fact, the existence of the critical angles suggests
that there is a qualitative difference in the behavior of
the escape cone and the escape probability at the criti-
cal angles. In particular, we have identified the special
range θ2 ≤ θ∗ ≤ π − θ2 for the extremal case in our con-
text, which universally appears as a region in which the
characteristic nature of many phenomena relevant to the
spherical photon orbits is found, e.g., the energy extrac-
tion efficiency of the collisional Penrose process [18, 19]
and high-energy particle collisions near an extremal Kerr
horizon [20, 21]. We can expect that within this range
the escape probability may be nonzero in the horizon
limit because the radial potential barrier exists even in
the vicinity of the horizon. Even for the fast-spinning
(but not extremal) case, since the spherical photon or-
bits of the horizon class still appear in the vicinity of the
horizon [14], the escape probability may not be zero even
if an emitter approaches the horizon. On the basis of
the classification in the present paper, we will report the
escape cone and probability of photons emitted from the
off-equatorial plane in a forthcoming paper [22].3
Since the escape probability depends not only on an
emitter’s position but also its proper motion, we will ob-
tain various nontrivial evaluations by combining our com-
plete set with an emitter’s state of interest. Evaluating
such escape probabilities for various states of an emitter
is also an important issue for the future.
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Appendix A: Cases θ∗ = 0 and θ∗ = π/2
We consider photon escape in the case θ∗ = 0. At an
emission point on the black hole axis, the regularity of
the equations of motion (8) and (9) requires b = 0. This
means that all photons escaping from the axis must have
zero impact parameter b. Substituting it into Θ(0) ≥ 0,
we have q ≥ −a2.
Let us focus on the negative range −a2 ≤ q < 0. As
shown in Sec. IV B, the condition R(r) ≥ 0 gives the
allowed range of q in Eq. (39). As a result, the following
3 The escape probability was also discussed in Ref. [23]. How-
ever, their classification of photon escape does not seem to be
complete, although it does represent part of our classification.
TABLE X: [(a = 1) or (a < 1 and r∗ ≥ rc1)] Escapable region
(b, q) with θ∗ = 0.
Case q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
(i), (ii) qmin ≤ q < q3 b = 0 not applicable
q3 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
(iii) qmin ≤ q < q3 b = 0 not applicable
q3 ≤ q < q2 b = 0 b = 0
q2 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
TABLE XI: (a < 1 and r∗ < r
c
1) Escapable region (b, q) with
θ∗ = 0.
q b (σr = +) b (σr = −)
qmin ≤ q < q3 b = 0 not applicable
q3 ≤ q ≤ 27 not applicable not applicable
inequality always holds outside the horizon:
−a2 ≤ q < 0 < r
∆
(r3 + a2r + 2a2). (A1)
This implies that all of the photons emitted outwardly
with −a2 ≤ q < 0 can escape to infinity.
Let us focus on the non-negative range of q. Then, two
critical values of q appear,
q3(0) = q5(0), (A2)






For a = 1 or for a < 1 and r∗ ≥ rc1, together with q∗, we
can divide these values into three cases,
(i) q∗ < q3 < q2,
(ii) q∗ = q3 = q2,
(iii) q3 < q2 < q∗.
(A4)
The escapable region is summarized in Table X. On the
other hand, for a < 1 and r∗ < rc1, since q∗ does not
appear, we only have the single case
q3 < q2. (A5)
The escapable region is summarized in Table XI.
We consider photon escape in the case θ∗ = π/2. The
non-negativity of Θ(θ∗) leads to q ≥ 0. Therefore, the
necessary parameter regions for a photon to escape to
infinity in Table I of Sec. IV A are identified with the
escapable regions. The corresponding figures are found
in Fig. 3. The details of the classification of the escapable
region can also be seen in Ref. [7].
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